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TWO JOIN TEACHING STAFF
by Carol Stolz
Two .new faculty members
have joined Montana Tech's
teaching staff this spring semes-
ter.
Dr. Larry G.' Twidwell, an
associate professor of metal-
lurgy. will teach metallurgical
thermodynamics, metallurgy of
iron and steel, and a graduate
course on reactor materials dur-
ing the spring semester. Dr.
Twidwell comes from Albuquer-
que, New Mexico, where he held
a position in the reactor develop-
ment division of Sandia Corp.
He has also been a research
chemist for Monsanto Research
Corporation in Miamisburg,
Ohio. Dr. Twidwell has a B.S.
and M.S. from Missouri School
of Mines and a Ph.D from Colo-
rado School of Mines.
Mr. Floyd C. Bossard will join
Montana Tech's faculty on a
part-time basis as an assistant
professor in the department of
mining engineering. He will
teach courses in environmental
engineering and mine and indus-
trial ventilation. Mr. Bossard
.is currently working for the
Anaconda Co. where he per-
forms special assignments for
the manager of Montana oper-
ations. Previous to this, he has
worked as a ventilation and in-
dustrial hygiene engineer and
also as assistant planning eng-
ineer. Bossard has a B.S. from
Montana Tech and an M.S. from
the University of Cincinnati.
Student airline
fare threatened
by Jane Rohret
Report published
by Mary Ann Walker
The Montana bureau of Mines
and Geology recently issued
Special Publication 45, its Bi-
ennial Report covering the per-
iod July 1. 1966,to June 30, 1968,
to the Montana Legislative As-
sembly.
. This report is' a detailed ac-
count of Bureau projects past
and present, as well as a pri-
orly .proposed 10-year plan of
future activities and cost est-
imates.
. Additional copies may be ob-
.tained by contacting the Mon-'
tana Bureau of Mines and Geol-
ogy; Montana College of Science
and Technology, Butte, Montana
59701.
As examiner of the Civil
'Aeronautics Board (CAB), Ar·
thur S. Present has declared
the half-fare for student airline
tickets discriminatory to adult.
passengers. If his proposal to
eliminate the student half-fare
standby program is upheld by
the board, it will end within ~O
days.
There are several arguments
against this measure. mainly
that it could hardly be discrim-
inating against anyone. Due to
the standby nature of the pro-
gram the students are filling
airline seats that would other-
wise remain empty. Rates may
possibly rise for all passengers
if the airlines lost their large
student business.
Also the move could necessi-
..tate 'more college students' to
travel in cars (often unreliable
ones) or to hitch-hike over long
distances, which is unfavorable
in the light of safety. Another
complaint is that banishing
special student fares may result
in similiar moves against fare
for military personnel ond other
such categories now provided by
the airlines.
Because this is a concern to
Montana Tech students as well
as others. we are urged to con-
tact our Montana 'representa-
tives and inform the Civil Aer-
onautics Board of our feelings'
on this issue. Parents and all
concerned are' also urged to
respond. A large public opposi-
tion to the discontinuation of
special student rates on the air-
lines would supply more hope
for recindance of the issue.
by George Rider
The A.C.T. program will be
offered for the last time this
academic year on Saturday,
April 26, 1969. Registration for
this-test must be completed
prior to March 20. 1969.
Application forms and other
information concerning the
A.C.T. program may be obtained
from the Registrar's office at
Montana Tech or from high
school councelors.
A.C.T. scores must be on file
in order to complete registration
at this college or to complete
regIstration at any college
throughout the state. Students
who do not take ·the A.C.T. at
scheduled times are required
to take the more expensive res-
idual form at the time of col-
lege entrance.
Last chance for A.C.T.
Common scenes' during registration and student, faculty frustration.
Enrollment up 26.3 per cent·
by Gordon Sullivan
As I arrived on campus the 14th the total enrollment may
other day all ready to start the exceed 700 students. This will
second semester, I was con- be an all time high for Montana
fronted with a rather distressing Tech. A little brighter note on
problem. I had. no place to park the reported increase is that
my car. There has never been the female enrollment at Tech
so many cars present in the has increased by 28 per cent
parking lots of Montana Tech. while the male increase was re-
The student increase was re- ported at only 23 per cent so
ported to be up by 26.3 per cent, fellows the coed situation at
over last year's second semester. Tech is beginning to brighten
This is a boost from 539students a bit and if you can find a place
last year to 681 students this to park your heap, you should
year. Tech's registrar Frank take advantage of the increase,
Kelly reports that by February but hurry!
84 make honor roll by Cliff Hoshaw
Montana Tech recently posted its honor roll, and student~
soon found that eighty-four of their number had achieved
at least a 3.25 grade index. .
Six ~f. these students maintained perfect 4.00 grade in-
dexes. I'hey are Walter S. Bauer, W. Bert Brothers, Diane
L. Hoar, Ann T. Lear, Darrell D. Metz, and Mary Teacher.
Twenty students who 'had indexes between 4.00 and 2.75
are Mary M. Bultman, Susan A. Hegstad, Theresa A. Beck,
Kathryn J. Lear, Don':lld D. MacIntyre, Johnnie D. Taylor,
Hobert D. Chenery, VIctor F. Garrett, George B, Williams,
Gary D. Compton, Steve J. Czehura, Mary Ann Dillon
Marjorie J. Hoar, Thomas J. Schnieder, Coleen R. Caron;
Synden L. Robertson, Helen J. Hagerty, Owen W. Gordon
Ellen L. R~hret, WHliam C. Rust, and lone \M. Schaller. •
Twenty-fLve students had indexes between 3.75 and 3.50.
They are Robert B. Barnes, Robert L. Brisbin, Daniel J.
Piazzola, Scott E. Hulse, John T. Jonas, James W. Styler,
Joann C. McManus, Cheryl M. Stuart, Ronald J. Verbeck,
Jo~n S. Fargher, Fred J. Hoffman, Robert C. Stuart, Fred-
eric J. DuPont, John D. Hartz, Fat G. Martin Larry P
Diede, Geri A. BIaskovich, Leo A. Heath, Loyal M. JOhnson'
David H. Rust, William O. Thurston, and Clark L. Walters'
Thirty-three .students had indexes between 3.50 and 3.25:
They are Bonme 1. Johnson, Robert E. LeFevre Linda A
Morris, Melissa A. O'Brien, Mary C. Rice, Da~a M. Di:
Andrea, C~arles R. Hutt, Kathryn A. Loomis, Carol L. Stolz,
Richard W. Fly,:!n, John V,. Carra, Dwight L. Eck, Robert
C. McCoy:. DaVId M. Murja, Susan H. Crnich, Adam J.
G~r~e, Tal M. Ham, Pa~lette L. Fischer, Eric H. Johnson,
WIlh.am H. Barnes, RI~har~ L. Mcl.aughlin, Daniel V.
Murja, Douglas A. Regnlie, MIchael R. Garverich, Margaret
.M.. Kava;an, .Edward C. Crase, Charles Goforth, Dan H.
pomdexter, RIchard W. Clark, Theodore G. Schenk Robert
V. Westmark, and Edwin A. Williams. '
Of the eighty-f~ur students who made the honor roll
twenty-seven a~e .freshman; twenty-eight are sophomores'
seventeen are juntor's ; and sixteen are seniors. . '
E.M.C. to offer
courses in Mexico
Eastern Montana College will
offer a new study program for
summer session students this
year . . . a five-week session
"south of the border" in Mex-
ico City.
Participants will attend the
University of the Americas for
the first half of summer session,
from June 16 through July 18.
While earning college credit up
to a maximum of nine quarter
hours, the group will visit many
.points of interest, including the
Pyramids of San Juan Teo-
tihuacan, the Basilica de Guad-
alupe. Oaxaca. Patz·cwiro.· Tax-
co; .and Acapulco.
The new program was ar-
ranged by members of the EMC
International Edu~ation commit-
te and applications are now be-
. ing accepted.
"Too many of our Eastern
students have never been be-
yond the borders of the state ..
said Dr. Albert Hopkins. pr~.
fessor of Education and Inter-
national Education committee
member. "They don't under-
stand other cultures. This will
give them an opportunity to live
and study in another count.ry
and . . . for those in teacher
education ..... will make better
teachers of them."
Students who have completed
at least three quarters of col-
lege with a sophmore standing
are eligible to apply for the pro-
./
(Continued page 3 column 3)
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Speech
Speech partlcipants register for Tourney.
tournament, success
by True Trueax
The Montana Intercollegiate VARSITY DEBATE
Speech Tournament was held at' First, second, and third places
Montana Tech February 7 & 8, went to teams from MSU.
It was the first tournament held NOVICE
under the new constitution which First place went to a team from
was revised last spring and the U of M.
first tournament held at Tech Second place went to MSU,
since 1955.Mrs. Alt, Tech speech First--MSU
coach, directed the tournament, Second-College of Great Falls
and Lonnie Melberg assisted as Third-Eastern
student director. A trophy and a plaque went
Participating colleges' were: to all first place winners and
Montana Tech, University of all others received a plaque.
Montana, College of Great Falls,
Montana State University West-
ern Montana College" Carroll
r College, Eastern Montana Col-
lege. and Rocky Mountain Col-
lege.
Over 150 students competed
in the scheduled rounds, which
started Friday. Feb. 7 and con-
tinued until Saturday afternoon,
Feb. 8. All of these events were
open to the .public,
Saturday night an awards ban-
quet was held for the students
and their coaches at the Holiday
Inn. Mr. Roth, Mr. Alexander,
Mr, Laity, Mrs. Vine. and Mrs.
Krouze were judges for the
final competition of the winners
of Men's and Women's Oratory
to see who would receive the
annual Montana Power. Cup
Traveling Trophy. Sheila Me-
Kinnon, first place winner in
Women's Oratory, won the Mon-
tana Power Cup.
Winners in each of the sched-
uled events were as follows:
ORAL INTERPRETATION
First-Janice Steele
Second (tied)-Susan Rowberry
and Rosland Kapland
Third-Kathy White
MEN'S ORATORY
First-Mike O'Donnell
Second-Jim Mora
Third (tied)-Bob Jovich and
Steve Sherick
WOMEN'S ORATORY
First-Sheila McKinnon
Second-Barbara Morgan
Third-Jeanine Jenkins
LINCOLN DOUGLAS
First-Ruth Deacon
Second-Burt Tarrant
Third:--Mary Van Buskirk
Chess tournament
The chess club is now in full
swing with it's activities. The
first tournament of the year has
been completed, another tourney
is scheduled and plans are be-
ing made to enter outside com-
petition next year.
The winners of the first tourn-
ament this school year have
been announced by the club ad-
visor, Mr. Young. Taking top
honors was Tai Hum, who de-
feated Mr. HiIchie in the champ-
ionship match.', The consolation
match was won by' Larry Hoff-
man, ,with K. Iyengar taking
fourth.
Another chess tournament is
now getting under way. This
tourney will be open to all inter-
mediate and beginner chess
players who have not placed in
any other tournament. Regis-
tration for the tournament was
during the week of February 10
through 14. The tournament,
which began' February 17, was
a round robin and each match
had a judge. The International
Chess Rules applied.
Also, starting with the fall
semester of the new school
year. the chess club is making
plans to enter the Intercollegi-
ate Tournment Program, which
is sponsored by the Associa-
tion of College Unions-Interna-
tionaL This program will have
, the Montana Tech chess club
participating in chess meets in,
other cities.----~~-----~----------.
'
Sa A R I E F P I Z ZA I
Will Deliver to your Door Pipping HOT PIZZA
and Chicken CALL THE PIZZA BUG
For FREE DELIVERY
~ Phone 23-9143 -Butte, Montana___ w __ ~ __ ~~_~ ~---,
Self expression. not repression
by Gordon Crawford
It 'is really no matter that
"some of our great men are gone.
It is just as well that we will
never have any chance to hear
them speak. read their works.
or' listen to their arguments.
Men like Martin Luther King,
_ and Robert Kennedy are just
as well off dead.
I say this because at this
time there are meetings going
on: meetings that will concern
every student in the Montana
University system and will con-
cern to a greater degree later,
every student in the other por-
tions of Montana's educational
systems. Legislation, namely
Senate Joint Resolution No.6,
is being considered which. if
passed will restrict and con-
trol, who we as students will
and will not be able to invite
to speak on Montana campuses.
I say that our great men are
better off dead because, if
passed, this legislation could de-
ny them an audience were these
men still living. Voltaire once
said "I disagree with what you
say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it." If
a man is denied an audience
then surely his right to speak
and be heard is being infringed
upon. Further, if I am denied
the liberty to listen, then my
rights are being enroached.
, 'P'he French philosopher Jean
Jacques Rousseau in the novel
Emile, stated that "the aim of
education should be self-expres-
s-ion. not repression. Education
must be many-sided .. " and
the pupil, not the subject matter.
is most important." If educa-
tion is to be many-sided then we
"pupils" must be allowed to
hear both sides of an issue, the
left and the right. Resolution
No. 6 in conjunction with the
"power-of-the-purse" can be
used to restrict us to hearing
only whatever side the legis-
lators dictate we shall hear.
Thus we become trained - not
educated; indoctrinated - not
taught. Indoctrination is the key
to control of, the people; educa-
tion is the key -to control by the
people.
In quest of the fabulous invaluable
by Eric Johnson
Are you one of those despar-
ate persons seeking a unique
gift for a dear old granny, af-
fectionate aunt, or the person
you hold nearest to your heart
=-girl friend, boy friend, or fam-
ily pet- The Mineral club is the
answer. In our modern labra-
tory, amidst the wheels a'turn-
ing and the chaldrons a 'boiling,
mere mortals turn icky old rocks
into flashy ornamental jewelry
-rivaling, in value, the very
finest silks and spices from the
East--with the touch of a grind-
ing wheel and a few magic
words. The Mineral club offers
~these wonders and more!
Imagine yourself jogging
through the tulies in quest for
the fabulous invaluable. ward-
ing off he-gobblins (enticing she-
gobblins) .:: and getting your
exercise! Oh, for the fair far-_.......•...............
:, TH E :• •: YARN SHOP :
: 113 West Park :
: PHONE 792-6841 :• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
~
~
P. O. NEWS
Your Book
Headquarters
Downey Drug
Reliable Druggist
We give and redeem
GOLD BOND Stamps
1839 Harrison Avenue
Phone 792-1235
enheit feasibility for a field trip.
For a display of lapidary mag-
ic fresh from the grinding wheel,
focus your beady eyes on the
display case at the entrance to
main hall. If you' are not con-
tent simply to LOOK, focus on
the bulletin board for the sched-
uling of our next meeting-any
sex and all sexes are welcome.
As Goldy once said. "Love
your rocks-they love you!"
THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
I 19 North Main St.
PHONE 792·7344'
Butte
MONTANA'S LEADING
STORE FOR
MEN AND BOYS
UPTOWN BUTTE, USA
Loading soon
says Pr~~. Herndon
On Tuesday, February 4.
trusses were submitted to the
judges~f the fir~t Truss Design
Contest ever held at Tech. It
is hoped that this contest will
stimulate a',more active interest
in the Engineering Department.
Some of the many limitations
on these rigid fram-eworks are
materials used. 'their number,
their dimensions. and their
weight, Trusses must be made
of balsa wood and glue. have a
minimum of 23 pieces. and not
weigh over one-fourth pou:1d.
Trusses must also conform to
set dimensions of length, width.
and height. Judges will then
load the trusses to destruction.
The winner will be chosen by the
highest value of failure load
to truss weight.
Actual judging may be in two
weeks but all trusses have been
submitted. Contest prizes may
include such articles as engin-
ering handbooks. slide rules. 'or
drawing equipment.
, Much incentive and workman-
ship go into individual trusses
and great results have been at-
tained previously in other col-
leges where this contest was
administered. Students are
urged to view those trusses on
display. in the Petroleum Build-
ing.,.".~".".".~ ..~
~ Pennevs ~
• Always First Quality ~
• 4 Ways to Shop..-........- ~
• Charge-Cash- Lay-away ~
... and Time payment ~........................... ~
BROWN'S -AUTO PARTS
& MACHINE CO.
1921 Harrison Ave.
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
p, 0, Box 1939
Phone 723-5481
:•..•..•.••..•.•....\.
: Butte :• •IMachinery Co.:.' .'• •IMining, Milling, IndUs--!
: trfal Equipment :• •: and Supplier •• •· :• •: Complete Bearing :
: ServiC'e :• •• •• •• •: 510 E. Aluminum :• •: Phone 723-6824 ::.•..•...............
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E. M. C. OFFERSInfrared study' of,
Yellowstone Park available
(Continued from page 1)
gram, To be accepted, a student
must have a 2.0 overall aca-
demic standing with no record
of disciplinary probation.
Cost of the trip will be approx-
imately $800 for each student.
This includes air transportation,
room and board, books and sup-
plies, and pre-arranged field
trips, A minimum of 15 student
applications will be' necessary to
carry out the program.
Courses available in major
fields include Anthropology, Bus-
iness Administration,. Creative
Writing, Economics, Education,
English, Fine Arts, Humanities,
International Relations, Latin
American Studies, Philosophy,
Psychology, Social Studies, and
Spanish Languarge and Liter-
ature,
The Graduate School offer's the
Master of. Arts. Mastel of Fine
Arts, and the Master of Bus-
iness Administration.
Three additional programs of-
fered at the University of the
Americas include "Workshop in
Mexican Culture," Workshop on
the Economic Development of
Mexico." and "Workshop in the
Mexican Way of Life."
Eastern will provide councel-
ing and advisement for all par-
ticipants before they leave for
Mexico. In Mexico, those ser-
vices will be performed by East-
ern's resident faculty member
and officials at the University
of the Americas.
Eastern will coordinate trans-
fer of credits earned at the Uni- -
versity of the Americas. All Edit.or:., .':., , Michael Dewey
courq_es must be approved -by Busmess and advertising: '." ,..... Robert Miller
the Committee on· Admission. at Sports editor: ., , ,., Dave Kneebone
Eastern. 'Page editor: , ,."., .. Linda Morris, True Trueax
During the stay in Mexico Columnist: .. .. : . , " Larry Hoffman, Lloyd Little
City, a metropolis of nearly five Staff: .. Mary Ann Walker, Jane Rohret, Carol Stolz,
million people, students will live Shauna L~velle, Gordon Sullivan, John Emerson,
with Mexican families. In addi- George Dider, Carol Turk, Janet Martin Mike
tion to the regular program of Claxton, Mike Parent, Gary Rowe, John Me-
tours, nearby places of histoi- Ginley, Cheri Norine, Charles Smith Colleen
cal and tourist interests ,>-3 Caron, Mike Bowman, Ken Bowman, Marie Don-
available. aldson, Cliff Hoshaw .
Photographer: '. . . . . . . . . . .. Mike Garvedich
Publications Committee: ., Robert Taylor, Frank Young,
- F. William Howell
Publishedhll times during the academic year by the Asociated
Students of t e Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology
Butte, Montana 59701. Entered as Second Class matter on January'
1960, at the Post Office at Butte, Montana, under the Act of March
3, 1897, as amended.
been made available for study
at a few libraries, One .copy is
in the library at Monta ;:t. Col-
lege of Mineral Science and
Technology, Butte, Montana,
where it can be examined by
anyone inte~ested in the subject.
Principal factors producing
contrasting tones on infrared
photographs are (1) the inherent'
temperature of a feature such
as a hot spring or ice, (2) dif-
ferences in soil moisture content,
(3) type and amount of vegeta-
tion, and (4) amount of solar
radiation received because of
topographic position-the topo
graphic enchantment effect.
The inherent temperature pro-
duces the strangest effect, The
combined effects of vegetation
and topographic position B;re so
strong that they obscure any
tonal differences produced by
differences in texture or comp-
osition of b~drock-the subject
of greatest interest. Numerous
photogaphic illustrations and
drawings demonstrate the ef·
Iects discussed in the text.
Conclusions resulting from the
study include the suggestions
that infrared imagery is useful
in determining relative moisture
content and that it might help
in distinguishing between soils
of different origin, It is judged
probable that infrared pictures
taken during the hours of dark-
ness would be less affected by
vegetation and topography,
hence •more useful than those
taken in daylight or early eve-
ning, as were those used in the
study.
The report is not a publica-
tion; only the one copy is avail
able in Butte for consultation,
and the photographs are not
readily reproducible.
In August 1960 me U.S. Geo-
logical Survey obtained aerial
photographs of much of Yellow-
stone Park on film sensitive to
wavelengths in the infrared
("heat") range beyond the visi-
ble spectrum. This experimental
project was designed to deter-
mine the kinds of geologic
features that might show better
on such pictures than on conven-
tional aerial photographs. A' re-
port by H, W. Smedes entitled
"Geological evaluation of infra-
red imagery, eastern part of
Yellowstone National Park, Wy-
oming and Mont_~~h~s_now
... ~
Foot race to top of ice wall.
Mountaineering club and glacier
If you've seen the wall of ice
going down the rocks in front
of the Main Hall 'you probably
thought that a water pipe had
broken. But no pipes have brok-
en, the wall was built on purpose
by the Mountaineering Club for
practice -in glacier climbing.
Every now and then, someone
can be seen trying to master
its ruggedness. Even girls have
been trying it. On the last few
Saturdays carloads of climbers
from the Bozeman Climbing
Club have come to Montana
Tech's own glacier to display
their skills in climbing it.
Besides building the ice wall
Montana Tech's Mountaineering
Club members. which total
about fifteen active members,
went on a one-day ,climbing
trip to White Sulpher Springs,
At their meetings the club has
been having sessions in knot
tying, first-aid, hiking safety and
other subjects. They will soon
have a ~movie on mountain
climbing which will be shown to
anyone interested ..I
Also, the club got a new climb-
ing rope with student activity
funds along with a few guide
books on basic/mountaineering.
The club hopes to get a little
more equipment each year so
that the once-in-awhile climbers
can participate without spending
a small fortune on equipment,
AMPLIFIER STAFF
a
must! Summer job,
opportunities
Students looking for summer
jobs can now get help from the
American Association of College
Students.
In response to requests from
college students throughout 'the
country, the' Association has
prepared three booklets' "ist-
ing organizations interested in
hiring college students for
summer employment.
, One. booklet lists jobs avail-
able in recreation and resort
areas. More than 450 dude
ranches, restaurants,. hotels,
and camps are included in the
catalog. It also discusses ways
to get jobs in national parks.
The second booklet deals
with jobs in business and in-
dustry. More than 60 com-
panies are listed with inforna-
tion on what the company 'does,
what type of background is
required for summer employ-
ees, and how many students
the company plans to hire,
Information on more than
25,000 jobs with the federal gov-
ernment is included in the third
"5HTON'S~
booklet. Each department -and
agency of the fedeal government
which hires students in the sum-
mer is listed along with the
academic majors students should
have to apply to that agency.
"These booklets should be a
tremendous help- to students
looking for jobs outside their
home towns," according to Alan
Jenkins. executive secretary of
the AACS. "Together they rep-
resent more than 50,000 jobs.
There should be something
there for students with any type
of background or interest."
The booklets may tie obtained
by writing: Summer Jobs, Am-
erican Association of College
Students, 30 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago. Illinois, 60602. '
There is a $2 service charge
to cover the cost of printing and
handling of each booklet, Re-
quests should specify which
catalong is desired: recreation.
business or government .
Survey
Dr. Carl- W. Borgmann advi-
sor on Science and Tech~ology,
The- Ford Foundation, will head
the study. Dr. Borgmann, who
I w.~llvisit every western. campus
WIth a mineral engineering pro-
gram 'Over the coming months,
has extensive experience -with
such surveys and with the aca-
demic and admmistrative as-
pects of higher education.
Dr. Borgmann seved -as facul-
ty member, department chair-
man, dean 'Offaculty. and pres-
ident 'Ofa land grant university
before joining the Ford Founda-
tion. .
Assisting Dr .. Borgmann with
the fiscal and Institutional data
phases of the study will be John
W. Bartram. director of the
budget, University of Coloado.
,Do,.·t Take Our Word For It
Come In and See
BILL'S MEN SHOP
29 WEST PARK
For the Latest In Men's Apparel
Levi's stretch jeans and
Sta-Prest (R) hopsacks in
white and solid colors.
Other Sta-Prest(R) pants
in the popular new tatter-
salls, check and plaids.
6.98 - S8 ~..., ..., ..,~ Skaggs Drug Center 4
~ SERVE ,-OURSELF and PAY LESS.
~27 W, Park St. Phone 792-1244«
...3100 Harrison Ave. f
~ Phone 723-4363~.................... ~
Hennessy's MEN'S
CLOTInNG - main floor
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MONTANA COLLEGE OF MINERAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, BUTTE, MONTANA
Memorandum To: V_. Burt, F -. H. Kelly, F. N. Earll, V.
Griffiths, K. Stout, W. Van Matre, D. W.
McGlashan, J. McCaslin, Michael Dur-
an, K. N. McLeod, H.Warren,J. Goebel
and C. W. Laity
From: GustavStolz, Jr., Deanof Students
Re: Student Nominees for Listing in the
1968-69Edition of Who's Who among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
I have been requested to submit the
names of twelve students who will be seniors in 1968-1969
for listing in the above mentioned publication, and I would
appreciate receiving the names of .students as your 'nomin-
ees. The following qualities should be considered when
making your selection.
(1) *ExceUence and sincerity in schol-
arship
(2) ,Future promise in his field and
to society
(3) Integrity and fair dealing with
associates
(4) Leadership - participation in ex-
tra-curricular and academic activ-
ites
. Please submit your list to me by
September 25 In order that we may submit the listing to
Tuscaloosa before their deadline. No publicity or names
of nominees should be released until word is received of
the acceptance of the student nominations by the Editor of
the Publication. . .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
GSjJr.:bm
*See Mr. F. H. Kelly for scholastic
records.
The above is the memorandum sent to select the'
students who appearin Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges. The Amplifier gave little space to this most
worthwhile organization on account of the mockery that was
made of the high standing of this society of students. The
majority of the men' to whom the responsibility was given'
to choose your representatives have no way of knowing in
what organizations the students belong or just how much
they have and are contributing to their college and the
community. For this reason the Amplifier does not sanction
or approve of the selection made. While several of those
named readily deserve their selection others have only
proved to be leaches. These other students who were named,
while having high scholastic averages, have achieved only
at the expense of their personality and willingness to con-
tribute to their college and community. This is the greatest
act of condemnation that an individual can have in our
society today. Thus our school, your.school is being rep-
resented, throughout America and the World by a covy 'of
losers and Social degenerates unfit for the society and
culture in which we live. This policy of selection cannot
be tolerated as the name of the school is at stake and the
value of all the diplomas granted hence and here-to-fore
laid to waste.
If the faculty is unable to make a wise selection, then
the responsibility should fall to the students. However, the
Amplifier realizes that the dean. would never give up this
control. Thus the Amplifier proposes that a committee of
all faculty members meet every fall to select the college's
representatives. We also suggest that considerable time be
spent to review all of the, candidates' qualifications .
. Unlike a Liberal Arts college of comparable standing
to Tech, it is easier to make good grades at Tech. However,
unlike Liberal Arts colleges the activities at Tech tend to
lower significantly ones quality point average if' he or she
truely strives to become an active part of the organization. _
Thus at Tech one's activity is a more indicative measure
of performance than the scholastic record.
The faculty's and administration's continuing refusal
to acknowledge the changes in American society, and to
conform to those changes are to a great degree responsible
for student unrest across the nation. The Amplifier once
more calls on the Administration and faculty to open their
eyes to the changing culture and to accept their new role
with the responsibility and' dedication that is demanded of
them -in these changing times.
A sizeable paradox
by LaTry Hoffman
I feel compelled to sit down a picture of a girl in a bikini.
by John McGinley and put my feelings irito writ- The Montana Standard publishes
1 It came to pass in those ing, for my awe and admiration one on the average. of once a
days that a young prophet by are nearly without limits. Right week. In addition, many TV
the name of Farber went into here at Montana Tech we have stations show programs that
the midst of the Phillistines and a student that has undertaken depict as many as several
spoke thusly: a program so vast that it stag- hundred wild, immoral young
2 "Verily, verily I say unto gers the imagination, so im- women in two piece suits. By
you that age has deafened you mense that it is hard to under- setting the precedent here at
and too many dry martinis have stand why some people have Tech, this staunch moralist has
blinded you, for your children only called it half-vast. I need begun the crusade to have news-
are bleeding and cry out to be not mention his name, for it is . paper editors and TV station
free from footnotes and margins already widely known and his owners all over the world im-
but you will neither see nor hear - fame can only spread to become peached for their reprehensible
them. Therefore I shall go legend along with such well actions. As his movement gains
amongst them and tell them of known people as Keeble P. momentum we may, with a
the grand illusion which they Furthslip, inventor of Hydraulic little luck, witness the return
know as "the educational sys- Cookie Cutters; C. B. "Tribble" of such old-fashioned fun get-
tem. " Mung, noted author of such togethers as witch burnings"
3 And so it was that he gave classic works as Tuning Your public pillories, and Inquisitions.
to the, children writings that Batholith at Home, Snorkeling in And then America can go back
told them of their plight. Now Bell Creek, and In-Depth Study to, the good old days of hiding
the thoughts were old, as was of Superficial Features; and the sex in the closet and reveling
the means he used to convey well-known prohibitionist, states- in violence: It's time people
them, for he spoke in a parable. man, and nudist, uh, who's realized that if grandad didn't
4 His language was coarse name has slipped my mind for do it, there was a damn good
and desperate-the situation was a moment. reason for it. This country and
/is desperate. Credit must go also to the this school are beginning to
5 Now some of the words fell courageous backers of this brave emerge from the dark ages of
on good soil, where they we're man, for their work will do moralistic fear and it must be
nourished and grew. But some much to restore the stability and nipped in the bud if our mental
of the words fell among stones. saneness that this country knew institutions are to maintain
where they were set upon and during prohibition. their current gains in enroll-
blown out of proportion. ment. With leaders .such as this
6 Thus also the prophet was . In case you have been away we can remove this threat to
set upon by the very people he in Tib~t, let me. bring you in~o, God, Country, Motherhood, and
wished to help and by them he t~e pIC~ure. Th1s, .crusader 1S Apple Pie, eliminate the blight
was betrayed in Montana. circulating a petition to have of progress from the American
7 Now it was in those days Mr. Dewey .r~moved as editor Countryside, and put two chic-
that certain scribes and cen- of the ~mp~tfter. as a result of kens in every garage. So I say
turions discovered dirty words a certain pictorial feature run carryon Staunch Heart Carry
in the Sermon and, being en- in the last issue. This scholar on. '
raged by these words, plotted was the first to recognize the So, next time you see the Red
againist the diciples of the perverting effects this picture Crusader, ana you're sure it
prophet. might have on the. immature' isn't Woody Woodpecker, take
8 Thus spoke the scribes' embryonic minds of simple col- off your hat, for you have met
"Our children shall neither hear lege students and his actions a man who 'has years of hard
nor read such foul material for have paved the way to a Better work ahead of him and the cer-
it would corrupt them and 'des- World Through Mindlessness. tain knowledge that he cannot
troy their chaste minds." What is so fantastic about this fail. It is a distinct pleasure to
9 This then was true, because action? Simply that there welcome such an open-minded
everyone knew that such words are thousands of newspapers person to the engineering pro-
were never spoken at universi- throughout the country that have fession, where progress is our
ties nor are they ever found in at one time or another published most imp?rtant product.
"good books."
10 And so, without even com-
menting on the validity of the
writings, the scribes set about
to crucify an effigy and they
called the effigy "academic free-
dom." Above the cross they
printed the word EXPURGATE.
The attempt was aborted.
11 All of this took place in
the year one thousand nine
hundred and sixty eight and
when it was over. it came to pass
that nothing came to pass.
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CROSS 'CUT
by Larry Hoffman
Well, I've been good for a
whole semester and I'm damn
sick and tired of it. For those
of you who are new to our little
school this year, I used to write
a regular column called the
Cross Cut but I had to go into
hiding. However, I can't resist
the urge to make a few obser-
vations any more.
Mike has given me a fascin-
ating booklet called Character-
istics of the College Market--
Expenditures on Women's Cloth-
ing, a study that was done for
a subsidiary of Readerss Digest.
It is simply packed with good in-
formation, especially if one
reads between the lines. This
study was taken among 1,810,-
000 undergraduate women stu-
dents. Here are the facts:
99% of all college girls. own
one or more bras. This means
that there are between 18 and
20,000 college girls that do not
own bras, among those inter-
viewed. Now out of this percen-
tage it would be interesting to
have a statistical breakdown'of
the reasons for not owning a
bra. If the trends of this campus
are indicative. the proportion
of women who do not own a bra
for lack of need would be small.
"Need", as used here, does not
include a desire to achieve
symmetry.
Between 18 and 20,000college
girls do not own jumpers, suits,
skirts, pants, tops, or dresses.
That's a lot of college girls to
be running around apparently
without anything on, especially
in the dead of winter. Again,
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if our campus is representative,
either I've been at the wrong
places at the right time or our
f.46 nude girls are very shy.
Information about Loving. Ex-
cellent Care, Help, and Expert
Repair of the Opposite Un-
clothed Sex may be had by writ-
ing to L.E.C.H.E.R.O.U.S. in
care of this paper, collect,
Things get more interesting.
The national average of college
girls taking gym courses is
around 68%. The' average of
. girls who own gym suits is only
43%. This would seem to indi-
cate that girls gym classes could
be the most interesting show
since Aunti Maude was assaulted
by her pet wombat.
Only 72% of all college girls
own car coats. This leaves them
with only vrey limited means of
keeping warm in cars. Perhaps
this accounts for the reason that
4.7% do not use razors or
shavers. This may be indicative
of the number of 'girls who
cannot afford clothing and are
forced to grow their own. And
how about the 1.8% who never
used a deoderant? No' figures
were .given on the use of fly
spray. 80% of all college girls
own belts, presumably includ-
ing chastity. No figures were
given on the percentages owning
one or more keys, but these
figures may be available under
Mens Expenditures. Tied up in
these statistics somewhere, it
may be significant that only
84% of college women own
nightgowns. Figures are wonder-
ful things.
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The
In defense' of
the Feature Girl
page by Raman
Dismay . . . disbelief
shock and -bewilderment. This
is how I can sum up my re-
action to the furor, touched off
by the feature girl page of the
last Amplifier issue. Some guys'
·and·dames seem to have been
so greatly appaled by what was
published in the 'Amplifier that
they have formed an Anti-Mike
Dewey Mafia. They, I am told,
have launched a crusade aimed
at having Mr. Dewey, the Edi-
tor, summarily dismissed. They
are, further, circulating a peti-
tion soliciting support and symp-
athy for this undertaking. In
their self-assigned roles as' the
champions of morality and de-
fenders of honor of the school,
they are resolute to the point of
being hysterical and desperate.
Nothing' short of an outright
impeachment of the Editor will
satisfy them. and restore peace
to their tormented minds. They
are, in vain, trying to resurrect
scenes such as when. the intol-
erant : and backward Church
forced Galileo to recant and put
him under house arrest for the
rest of his life. I guess they were
looking for a cause.' It will be
interesting to se what comes
out of this.
I noticed a strong sentiment
among some students that the
bikini picture was uncalled for,
out of place and in poor taste.
Some even went so far as' to
assert that it would hurt the
school's image. I believe that
Montana Tech enjoys quite an
eminence and. is not, in any
way, vulnerable to and adver'sly
affected by the publication of a
picture of a bikini-clad girl in
the Amplifier. It is a sad state
of affairs that some unkind re-
marks, with scandalous impli-
cations, were passed about the
young lady in question. Such
remarks are unfair and they
• testify to the notorious tendency
on one's part to character as-
sassinate others merely on one's
preconceived prejudices, whims
and fancies. Also it is reminis-
cent of the medieval witch hunt-
ing practice. As to the propri-
ety of such a picture in the
school newspaper, I fail to see
-how anyone can make a sens-
ible. tenable and an objective
case that it is not a proper one.
. Now I would like to digress,
111 order to demonstrate the
glaring inconsistency in the
moral standards of some indi-
viduals. "Boston Strangler" por-
trays cold-blooded murder acts
and it was shown for a consider-
able length of time in Butte.
It is significant to note that it
was shown during the Christ-
mas season. "Bonny and Clyde",
another highly acclaimed movie
is full of scenes where the her~
Fabric Shop
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OUR READERS SPEAK
Campus parking regulations at
Tech have recently been brought
to my attention, and, if I were
a student at Montana Tech I
would want' some clarification
of the parking regulations.
Perhaps some of your stu-
dent body have been as per-
plexed and dismayed at the
provisions ..and interpretation of
college campus parking regula-
tionsas the member of our fam-
ily who is a .student at Tech.
Perhaps, they too, want to know
as I, were I a student, would
want to know.
1. Is the college attempting
to register. motor vehicles
(something already provided
for and done by the State of
Montana through its Registrar of
Motor Vehicles) or is it, very
properly. regulating parking fa-
cilities on campus?
2. Is the parking permit is-
sued to the student or to the
vehicle? If to the vehicle. what
happens if a student drives a
different car - either by having
another family car at his dis-
posal, or by selling the car re-
gistered and acquiring a differ-'
.ent one? Is he issued another
decal without charge?
3. Why is the parking permit .
fee not made payable by the
semester, so that a student who
might drop out after the first
semester is not penalized, nor
is one who does not atend the
first semester, but does attend
the second?
4. That there was assurance
that the Student Handbook for
and heroine go 0T\. a savage
rampage of killing and looting.
The cinema hall was packed to
. capacity. There were frequent
bursts of laughter, indicative of
the fact that the movie was
thoroughly enjoyed. Many of
these characters have no com-
punction at all about human
slaughter and breakdown of law
and order; in fact they derive
a positive pleasure from movies
which so vividly depict such
scenes. Alas, they are enraged,
they yell and they criticize in
?itter terms, the bikini picture
10 ,the Amplifier and call it im-
proper.
That it should be so, is absurd
and definitely unfortunate. For
?ome of those to have indulged
111 baseless and offensive com-
ments against the Editor and
the feature girl, it is my consid-
ered opinion that they would
make perfect members of a
bench of inquisition. The world
would be a better place to live
in, if only the people, who feel
all the time self-righteous, would
. pause and ponder before they
let their tongues loose and slan-:
del' other~ with whom they hap-
pen to disagree, Patience, tol-
erance. good will and under-
standing are the essential ele-
ments of peaceful co-existence
It is not how religious we ar~
that matters; it is how sincere
and genuine we are in our at-
titude towards our fellow beings .
that is vital. Let us not choose
~o ignore that. As I see it, that
IS the. ONLYhope ·for sanity and
security for mankind.
the academic year embodied
ALL regulations regarding park-
ing on campus, so that I, as a
student, would not be deemed
to have knowledge of subsequent
memorandums or notice which
might net, with the pressure or
enrollment and studies, have
come to my attention, nor to
have knowledge of parking regu-
lations imparted at "assemb-
lies" which I might not attend.
5. Should I violate any of the
regulations set forth in the Hand-
book, I would expect to pay
the prescribed penalty at one
place, and have assurance that
notice of such payment would
be transmitted to any other ad-
ministrative branch of the col-
lege who might be concerned
therew.ith, thereby obviating any
necessity of my going from one
office to another to apprise them
of payment.
6. That if I was bound by the
regulations in the Handbook
that the college administratio~
was likewise bound, and would
not issue nor make any ex post
facto regulations.
7. That a Board of Review
was set up, should I dispute
facts regarding the issuance of
a "ticket", or plead iack of
knowledge of the existence or
issuance of regulations or "tic-
kets". That the college admin-
istration would treat me In the
.same manner as I would be
treated by the traffic courts of
the city or state--if I had violat-
ed parking regulations, that I
would be assessed a reasonable
fine, arid I would expect to have
th: ~ine increased if not paid
within a specified number of
days. I would expect not to be
threatened with the withholding
of -rny grades because I disa-
gre:d with the alleged facts,
until such time as the disputed
matter was reviewed, by the'
Board of Review.
8. That there was an EITHER
lOR provision in the parking
regulations-EITHER pay the
prescribed fine for parking with-
out a permit, and continue to
pay such fines if I did not choose
to buy a permit; OR, to decide
that rather than pay continual
fines each time I parked on
campus, to make the choice and
buy a permit for-the semester.
9. That unless I had parked
a vehicle in a no-parking zone
or in such a manner as to im-
pede traffic, I would not have
my veh~cle. impounded merely
for parking m campus without a
permit. I
In other words, were I a stu-
dent at Montana Tech, I would
not want to feel that by becom-
ing a student, I had also become
a second-class citizen, subject
to more severe parking regula-
tions than I am subject to on
other state-owned property-the
streets and highways.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Edwin S. Musgrove
Blazes, what does the word
arsonist mean?
I could kick myself for not·
knowing what masochist means.
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Metallurgy awarded
spectrophotometer
by Car?l Turk,
In May 19ti8, the Metallurgy
department was notified of the
acceptance of a proposa 1 pre"
viously submitted to, the Ins,
tructional Scientific Equipment
Program of the Undergraduate
,Educati'on Division of the Na-
tional Science Foundation. The
proposal sought $2100 to. be
matched ·with at least an equal
amount of college funds Ior the
purchase of an atomic; absorp
tion speczrophotorneter. This
equipment which was ordered
last year is now expected .to '
arrive in a few days. \
Atomic absorption spectro-
photometry depends upon the
elective absorption in a flame,
by suitably ionized atoms of the
element. to be analyzed, of
emission lines of the same ele-
ment. These emission lines are
derived from the light of a
special lamp containing the ele-
ment in question and which is
directed so that its light passes
through the flame. _The light ab-
sorbed in the flame is measured
with suitable optics and elec-
tronics and is a rnea~ure of the
amount of the element present
in the flame. In operations a
small quantity of the element
CJeigh Grade from the Qob.
. I '
When Bill got married he
asked for a two week vacation
to go to Mexico on his honey-
moon, After two weeks were up
he wired the home office,
"Please extend vacation wo
more weeks, Its wonderful
here." His boss wired back, "Re-
turn at once. Its wonderful any-
where."
Confucius says: "Husband who
knows where wife keeps nickles
not half so wise as husband
who khow where maid's quar-
tel's are."
*
He: Darling, I'm groping for-
words.
She: Well, you won't find them
here.
* * *
* * *
Old Walt says: "Many a tight
man has been loosened up by a
small wench."
If the
jars
floor of Mflin Hall will return
the fossils, no questions will 'be
asked.
:I: * *
And there was the student who
wrote: "Virgin wool comes from
the sheep that can run the
fastest. "
*" * *
News Item: "Qvercome by gas
while taking a bath, the young
lady owes her life to the watch-
fullness of the janitor."
* * • :i:
·There was once a California
lady who had two' pet monkeys.
One day one of them died and
a couple of days later the other
died of a 'broken heart. Wishing
to keep them, she took them to
an animal stuffer. The man
asked her if she wanted them
mounted. "Oh, no," replied the
lady, "Just holding hands."
* *:I:
It's al.ways the guy with the
most soft soap who does a girl
the most dirt.
* ';j:
It doesn't cost too much to
produce this column because
raw material is so cheap.
* * *
A man' wished to purchase a
gift for his sweetheart's birth-
da'y: after much' consideration
he decided to get a pair of
gloves. He was accompanied
by his sister when he made t.he
purchase. His sister bOlinght a
pair of bloomers for herself.
As they were on their way home,
the packages were inadvertently
* * *
Dogs in Siberia are the fa'stest
in the world because the trees
are so far apart.
* * *
Help wanted: Man to work in
bloomer factory; good operator
can pull sever,al thousand in a
year.
• •
exchanged and the one contain-
ing the bloomers was sent to his
sweetheart by mistake with the
following letter:
Dearest:
This little token is to remind
you that I am keeping close tab
of your birthday. 1, chose them
because you haven't been in the
habit of wearing them when we
go out in the evening. If it had
. ot been for my sister, I'd have
got ones with buttons on. hut
she said thE'y wcre weil ring
them short now. They a re a
very delicate color: hut the
salesgirl. showed me some she
had been wearing for three
months. and they were sCilrcely
soiled. J had the salesgirl try
the,m on. They looked so neat
and trim on-her. r didn't know
your size, but I ought to be able
to judge your size bctt.er than
anyone else. After you put them
on once. they will slip on easily.
Blow in them before putting
them <l\vay because they'll be
damp from wearing. Be sure
,to keep them on while you
clean them or they will shrin'k.
J hope you will accept them in
the meaning that they're given
and that you will wear them
Friday night as J am crazy to
see them on you.
So Long
P.S. The clerk said the latest
style was to wcar them un-
buttoned and hanging down.
This seems to give a more or
less careless style.
. Tne Arizona Miner's Pay Dirt,
Nov. 22, 1943.
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Letter to the Editor
Concerning Mr. Little's article Mavbe Butte's uniqueness is
best 'felt when 'you try to findon Butte:
"First question:, What is it summer employment. You're an
about Butte that sets it apart - . except.ion to the rule if you find
from virtually all other cities?" work in Butte. How many people
Perhaps its the feeling that can you name, young and old.
you get. when you walk into a who have left Butte to find a
dance and you're not sure decent,iob--to find any job?
you're going to walk out with How does a forty-eight year
all your teeth. Or perhaps its old miller fcc I when "the com-
that kink in your neck that. you pany" informs him that after
get from constantly ha ving to 23 yea r-s, his services a re no
look over your shoulder when longer needed-vthe mines are
sitting in a local ba r. closing'! Tell him and his wife
and children about the "working
monument to the strength of
free men."
Those monumental head-
frames are still standing but .not
too many are still functioning.
Every strike financially cripples
the working man -- t.he very
person it is supposed to help. .
Frum childhood, Butte has
taught me to admire violence .
I was taught to accept "fight-
ing for the sake of fighting" <IS
a good and natural part of Butt.e
life. I learned to enjoy being
hated and feared by people out
of town, .simply because I was
Irom Butte.
The "fact" that Butte people
are Iriendly is fact. only if you
don't. dress or look differently.
Let us not confuse legend
with reality. If we are going to
look at Butte honestly, let us
look at it as it is. was or should
have been. .
In his closing paragraph, Mr.
Litt.1e makes the following state-
ments:
"There have been those whO
<I re offended by such a spec-
tacle. "
It is my opinion that anyone
who is not offended by this
"spectacle" has to be deceiving
himself.
in solution is drawn int.o the
flame where the element is ex,
cited into absorbing as described
above.
Atomic absorption spectro-
photometry is especially usolul
for the detection of trace a-
mounts of metals: It is neces-
sary to obtin a solution of the
. metal, the method is advan
tageous in that. in most instan-
ces and unlike many other a I·
ternative methods. other metals
01' inns which may he present
do not cause interference. Thus
time consuming and paintaking
separation of int.erfering ele-
ments are not necessary.
The instrument will be used
by the Metallurgy department
for instruction in the labratory
session of various courses not-
ably in Process Metallurgy.
Seniors engaged in thesis work
will a Iso benefit from a va ilu-
hility of the equipment.
This grant is the most recent
or several which have been re-
ceived by the Metallurgy de-
partment in recent years from
the National Science Founda-
tion. Other grants haw permit-
ted ccquisition of items Stich
as a swaging machine. an elec-
tron microscope, a recording
polarograph, and an X ray pole-
figure device.
Sincerely,
John McGinley
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t*****************'The Mil itary Dratt
by Lloyd J. Little
sensitive the young man, the
more he is torn by the torture
_ rack. Think of the brilliant
young scientist converted into
a drunken, mystical bum -
thanks to the SSS he neither
created, nor could defend him-
self against. Do you call this
justice? Do you blame modern
young men Ior- their responses
to ever present torture beyond
their control? Do you like what
you see roaming the average
college campus of America?
Kind hearted soul, you asked for
it!
Fortunately, not all Ameri-
cans have adopted the attitude:
"What bashed dad's and grand-
dad's skulls is good enough for
your skull,' too, sonny." Many
responsible Americans are work"
ing vigilantly to end this en-
slavement and torture of young
Americans. Such giants as Sen-
ators Barry Goldwater and
Mark Hatfield' (who, among.
others, are sponsoring a recent-
ly introduced Senate bill to end
the draft and estaOlish a vol-
unteer army) deserve the pure
gratitude of all American young
men. President Nixon has al-
ready stated that he favors
a volunteer army. Miss Ayn
Rand (author of The Fountain-
head and Atlas Shrugged) has
long lead the intellectual Iight
against the draft. (The results
of her battle are only beginning
to show-the fact that this art-
icle was written is one of them.)
tay draft, neither the consent
nor interests of citizens need be
considered.
Observe the nature of the indio
viduals who flock to the stand-
ards of the SSS. Observe that
they cherish the power to oblit-
erate a man's future by a: mere
signature. Observe that they
use the force of law to secure
a grimy- and blood-stained self-
image of power-·arbitrary pow-
er over the young men whom
they obviously hate.
Observe that the military
draft is' defended primarily by
statists - - those who claim
tribal power over individual men
in the name of the state, .and
deny the existence of the rights
of individual men. Other reas-
ons include neurotic desires to
persecute healthy young men.
and thumb-worn tradition.
Observe the lack of need for
a large standing army (the kind
which the draft was initiated
to provide), We live in the tech-
nological age. not the age of the,
grand army. Minds are needed
to fight modern defensive wars
-not stockpiles of flesh. Huge
masses' of men become only po-
tential bloody pulp in technolog-
ical wars. (Engagements such
as South Vietnam are neither
technological nor defensive, but
are the purposeless sacrifices
of American men and wealth-
the bloody realization of sixty
years of purposeless foreign
policy.)
Observe that the very intel-
ligence necessary to defend
America technologically is be-
ing drained into the sewers of
oriental mystic cults, -drugs, .and
crime ,- all attempts to escape
the gnawing torture of the per-
petual, arbitrary death sen-
.tence. Observe that the more
How can ,a free society con-
done institutionalized slavery?
By what right can any nation
subject its young men to the
mangling, chronic insecurity of
a perpetual and arbitrary death
sentence? 'A death sentence
which may strike anyone at any
time - a death sentence which
hangs suspended like a giant
guillotine over the neck of every
young man, blocking any future
road he wants to travel: fore-
ing him to spend his growing,
formative years in a state of
abject fear-and hatred.
If a man values his rights
and freedom. he should and will
fight for his country - if his
country's government protects
his freedom and rights. This
does not give his country the
"right" to destroy his freedom
first by drafting him under the
gun into an army of ,slaves .
. How can one expect young men
to fight for a freedom which has
been made non-existent -,by the
military draft? Thus the military
draft destroys the initiative
which a free man would develop
by himself, if his country (and
his rights, were in genuine peril.
The military draft is a gro-
tesque monstrosity from any
vantage point.
Observe the ineffectiveness of
a slave army. Free men fight
because they want to fight.
Slaves fight only at the point of
a gun or the crack of a whip.
Free men risk death because
their lives are at stake. Slaves
do not risk death - they are
dead.
Observe the arbitrary war-
making power granted to a gov-
ernment by the military draft.
Free citizens will not support
a war which they know is not
in their .interest. With the mili-
Topless cheerleaders. introduced at Tech Widely acclaimed.
Later Day Saints
ActiveMILICIANO
by Mike Dewey by Janet Marlin
The sea lapped at his feet and The L.D.S. Institute Club is
man had for a fraction of etern- enhancing meetings with films
ity pondered the faceless ques- and a couple of fabulous speak-
tion after. the Garand had done ers. Members 'are also invited
its work in his chest. Twitching to attend scheduled social
momentarily he thought of the events; at least two will be held
oath that had returned him to during this school session.
his native home. The "Milici- The program this semester
ano", was scarcely 'over 20, deals with the lives, travels, and
slightly younger than. his own letters of the apostles, empha-
son who'd died in a far oil land sizing the life of Paul.
in Asia fighting the enemy for Each meeting night a period
whom he had spent several of time is reserved for discus:
years in a penintentiary in the sion of questions arising from
U.S. of A. "Cofio", he swore, religion, such as evolution, or
"cono", and tears melted with certain areas of philosophy.
the cold perspiration on his fore- Any interested student is weI-
head. .. ' come to attend' and participate.
Today, It IS a federal offense The L.D.S. Institute Club meets
~o fight. Communism, to do so • every Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. in
IS to risk being sent to the Main 106.
penitentiary, and yet thousands
of young Americans and Com-
munist refugees are being Mineral Dressing
forced to die every year fight-
ing Communism. We are told
that we are in Viet Nam to pre-
serve freedom. The freedom of
a people that have never known
the word or even less, cared.
They are if you will pardon the
racism a people incapable of
self rule. They are completely
alien to us in thought, custom
and ritual and yet 90 miles
away we help preserve a Com-
munist Dictatorship whose peo-
ple are of European extract and
whose customs and rituals are
not only compatable with but'
similar to our own. This two
faced policy can no longer be
stomached. It is the duty of
every American youth to resist
the draft and to refuse being
sent to Viet', Nam. We must
fight to resist the brainwashing
and indoctrination of those that
deceive us. The call to freedom
true freedom and self determ~
ination has been sounded at
San Francisco State. Let us
carry the torch of freedom and
light the way fo generations to
Regardless of political, relig-
ious, or professional orientation,
all Americans who value the
freedom and well being of young
men (and the future of this na-
tion) should devote all-out ef-
forts to secure passage of the
recently introduced Senate bill.
to demolish the SSS torture
[
. chamber. In principle, _the en-
slavement of one young Ameri-
can is at once the violation of
every American precept, and
the enslavement of every Ameri- '
can.
Are we but a nation of
serfs awaiting the clankirrg of
chains and the whip's crash
echoing from the dark ages?
This question will be resolved
in the approaching. battle over
the military draft. What will
you do?
SUBURBANBUTTRE,YS news
by Janet Marlin
Professor D. W. McGlashan'
and Assistant Professor G. D.
Villena of the Mineral Dressing
Department will attend the An-
nual Meeting of the American
Institute of Mining, Metallurgi-
cal and, Petroleum Engineers,
in Washington, D.C. on Febru-
ary 18-20.
One purpose of the trip is to
present a report entitled Zeta
Potentials of Cassiterite in Aq-
ues Solutions, which is a detailed
account or research done by
Montana Tech professors and
students on flotability and zeta-
potential difference.
Additionally. McGlashan will
di-scuss the Montana College of
Mineral Science and Technol-
ogy Foundation and progress of
the College at a meeting of the
alumni and friends. This in-
cludes the purposes and objec-
tives of the college, thus involv-
ing the "students, faculty, edu-
cation program, physical facili-
ties and financing."
PHONE 723·6577BUTTE PLAZA ---
Your Newest and most Complete Department Store;
Jack and Jill
ShopRecords
Domestics
Pc Goods
Men's & Boys Children's
Women's Foundations
Accessories Sportswear
47 West Park St.
Phone 792·6321. •.••..... .. .
I
GEO. STEELE CO. INC.
42 W. Broodwoy
RADIOSZ_c~¥~~EO _ T.V.
Phone 792-4231, ButteCharge Accounts ---Lay-A-Way •• • • • • •• • • • •
~~
.A,M for State Farm I'
~ INSURANCE 1\
.. see
:~ 'N'V'ANtI, DON ULRICH
} 571f2 W. Broadway 723-3285,
~~~
Free Parking
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KeepAmerica BeauUful Join Peace Corps
.The Peace Corps plans to
train 1,465 volunteers in the
early months of 1969, thus ad-
ding 300 openings to those avail-
able in early 1968. Trainees will
work in such areas as agricul-
ture, education, health and com-
munity development. Volunteers
will be trained in the country
they are to serve.
.Single women are needed in
Venezuela to help bring about
better sanitation and community
improvement. Highly skilled
volunteers in India will help
supply more and better teachers.
The government of Fiji needs
help in developing their natural
resources and increasing food
production. Volunteers with ag-
riculture experience will work
with animals or food. Fiji's
by Colleen Caron
great forest potential will be
tapped by volunteer foresters.
Those with geology degrees will
help plan a necessary system-
atic geological mapping of the
country's entire 7,040 square
. miles. They will also train local
personnel for the geological sur-
vey department.
. Mechanics are needed in
Guinea to help train Guinean
mechanics. Men are needed with
skills in general mechanics,
diesel, heavy equipment, ma-
chine, automotive-electrical, in-
dustrial-electrical, diesel fuel
systems.' and rewiring motors
and generators.
These are only a few of the
many fascinating opportunities
available now in the Peace
Corps. To find how you can qual-
ify for such a once-in-a-lifetime
chance, write to: Peace "Corps
Information Center, Room 715,
Washington, D.C. 20525.
Some representatives nearest
Butt~ are:
Carolyn Burgin
Main Post Office, Room 274
Denver, Colorado 80202
Ph. (303) 297-4720
Larry Pitman
1650 High Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Ph. (503) 344-8344
Paul Watts
P. O.Box 67
University Station
Seattle Washington 98105
Ph. (?06) 543-0840
February 28, 1969
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NEW STU'DENT UNION WORTH MONEY
Recently you might have
noticed (or possibly missed
completely or ignored) an article
accompanied by a picture on
the front page of the Montana
Standard, 'This showed the Stu-
dent Union Building as an archi-
tect's projection after additions
and improvements' were impli-
merited. Did you stop to think
what this means to you? You
should, For one thing, it means
you pay $20 more per year, but
about. higher payments, listen
to a few of the advantages,
Number one, consider the fact
that the SUB is the only build-
ing on campus that is the stu-
dent's property, and student
paid for, as I understand it. It
is on campus alomst totally for
student lise, comfort, and en-
.joyment, and there is no ques-:
tion as to whether an increased
SUB facility is needed. All one
has to do it sit in the SUB' at
noon or get jostled around in
one of the push, gouge, kick and
elbow matches that are humour-
ously called dances to know that
we need a larger SUB. A more
systematic snack bar and a
central food service for the
dorm would also be provided.
A larger" improved version of
the SUB would- also look good
to students considering Tech
for their future education, and
is vitally needed for expansion
of our school. Keep these things
in mind if you are asked your
opinion on a new SUB.
before you start screaming
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"Where do you go from here?"
See your
placement
officer.
Recruiting.
MARCH
5
Seeking Graduates all degrees
o ENGINEERING
o SCIENTIFIC
o BUSINESS
Continental Oil Company
COAL / CHEMICALS / PLANT FOODS / PETROLEUM / NUCLEAR
AN EQUAl. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
••••••••••••••••••••••
Ali'EW QUOTATIONSON ANALYTICALCImMISTRYAND'
WEIGHING . I
Ten Commandments for the Student in Analytical Chemistry
Harry Batey, Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa J. Chern.
Educ., 19, 328 (1942) . '
1. Thou shalt Not Kill Unless Thou Canst Prove that He
.Did SpitIn Thy Unknown. '
2. Thou Shalt Honor Thy Neighbor's Olfactory Sensibil-
ities.
Thou Shalt Not Pencil Titrate.
Thou Shalt Not Take the Name of Thy Professor in Vain.
Thou Shalt Not Remain Forever on the Pans of Thy
Balance.
6. Thou Shalt Keep Thy Desk Spotless - That Thy Days
May Be Long in This Laboratory.
Thou 'Shalt Not Commit Adulteration-of Reagents.
Thou Shalt Love the Storeroom Man as Thyself.
Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbor's Endpoints, Nor
his Success, Nor His Clean Equipment, Nor Anything
That is Thy Neighbor's.
10. Two Days Shalt Thou Labor, Sweat, and Swear in the
Laboratory - The Others Are Set Aside For Thv
Professor's Peace of Mind - and For the Conservation
of Thine Own Sanity .••••••••••••••••••••••
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
FA,SHION/S CORNER Iby True TrueaxI
Is the question skirt lengths?
-No! Hem lengths. There can't
be one particular hair length
that could be called "in" this
season ,(and well heeled ones as
.well) wili coordinate hair
lengths with hem' . lengths for
the total look. '69 is the season
to be versatile with your hair
styles and there are many ways
to create the look you wish.
Follow your mood and set a
style to suit it. Wear your hair
long or short; but to achieve
the different lengths you don't '
have to cut it or try to grow
yards of it either. Simply try
slipping into a short stretch wig
or maybe add the now popular
fall. In this way you can go from
one style to another at the drop
of a hat-or wig.
Hair pieces seem essential
now but a proper styling of'
your own look is also important.
One of' 3 basic styles should
be -chosen for a basic look:
Mini, Midi, or Maxi.
The mini-cut hair must be
3 inches from the crown and
semi shingled at the nap of
the neck.
To go on for a midi look,
hair should be at least 5 to 6
inches' from the crown or just
long enough for a small flip at
the bottom.
Next for the maxi look hair
is required to be' shoulder length
or longer and blunt cut.
Remember girls, hair as well
as skirt lengths is a sign of the
times so don't be late in chang-
ing your sign.
Applications due
by George Rider
Applications for academic
scholarships must be turned in
to the Scholarship Committee
before March 1, 1969.
Any student interested in such
a scholarship should obtain the
necessary application forms
fom Mr. John Dunstan, Finan-
cial Aids Officer; fill them out·
and return them to the Regis~
trar's office before the indicated
date of March 1, 1969.
Over half of the scholarships
awarded cannot be decided un-
til after second semester's
grades are recoded, but, many
will be awarded at the Honors
Convocation in May. '
Jesus H. Christ, what was
God's son's name anyway?
~~*~.*~.**********.*••••*************;
THREE SEASONS GONE, ONE TO GO
With the green grass of summer
Came my diploma-one more key to the future,
And the question, "What do I do now?
-Oh how I'd wonder
With the gold leaves of fall
Came college-one more path to follow
Came one to find I had noticed her-who made fun
Fun that ended up not being fun at all
With the white snowflakes of winter .
Came a little more manhood-one more rung
up the ladder
Came .new friends-to be add'ed to the old
Came one who found I noticed-who made no fun
Who might have been a friend
had circumstances differed
With the pink cherry blossoms of spring
Will come the unknown-one more door to be opened
Will come more qUestions-to wonder over
Will come new friends-to add to the old
Will come a little sadness-to be accepted
And each and every -Iittle thing
that made life everything
Charles McDaniel
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Armey new coach
by Gary Rowe
CHarley Armey has been
chosen to replace Ray Braun
as head football coach at Mon-
tana Tech. Braun has accept-
ed a coaching position at South
Dakota State University. Arm-
ey is coming from North Da-
very successful season there.
kota State, after coaching a
While at North Dakota State,
Armey was coaching defensive
linebackers and also working
towards a master's degree. Dur-
ing his season there the Bisons
were ranked .number one in
their NCAA division. Armey has
also been head football coach
at Breckenridge Minnesota high
school and at Graceville, Minn.
High School.
Armey said, "I hope to start
making contacts, with high
school coaches, athletic direc-
tors and players in February to
try to encourage many \ of the
State's outstanding players to
attend Tech." The new coach
has said he is going to keep the
team playing basically a run-
ning game, baianced with pass-
ing. Coach Armey is married
and has two daughters.
EAST PAnx ttLAZA
Montana Tech Boosters
Wein's
Maggi-Ann's
Keene's Shoe Store
The Hub
Trethewey's Music Box
Standard Furniture
Whitehead's
Shiners'
Phil Judd's
Newman's Bootery
TOm Kirby Appliances
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Mathematics .shcrt ! 'teacher
The Mathematics Department has compiled its work
load statistics to determine present and future staffing re-
quirements. The examination and interpretation of these
u sginerifidcates that the department is short one staff
member this year, and presumably will be in worse shape
next year. The addition of one more member would just
be .enough to keep the staff at a minimum. The reasoning
is as follows. '
(1) If a teacher of Lower -Division courses should teach
a maximum of 15 hours with an average class size of 24
students this means a maximum of- 15 x 24 - 36) student
hours per week. •
(2) Assume the department head should teach a slightly
reduced load of 12 hours or 12 x 24 - 288 student hours per
week.
(3) Assume Upper Division classes should average 16
students then a teacher should teach a maximum of 15 x 16
- 240 student hours. ,
(4) The 'Fall Semester load of 150 U.D. hours and 1500
Lower Division hours is equivalent to 1764 student hours
, approximately.
(5) Subtracting the load of the department head, this'
adjusts to 1437.
(6) Assuming that all teachers teach a maximum load all
the time, this works out to a minimum of 1437/360 - 3.99
teachers,' in addition to the department head. i.e., we need
one more man right now to have a minimum department ..
(7) We could assume further a 10% increase in students
next year (really conservative in view of this year's 23%'
increase) and roughly % of all new students take .a math
course so we can expect at least 35 more students in the
department next year.
(8) This increase is essentially another section and there-
fore is % to 1J3 of a professor. Thus by next year we will
need a minimum of 1% people in addition to the present
staff. ,
The above calculations indicate that 8 (eight) staff mem-
bers will be needed next year to operate a normal college
Mathematics Department such as ours. Classes of over 50'
students are becoming common rather than unusual in the
department. This probably reflects poorly in the eyes of
accrediting associations and certainly yields an inferior
education for the student . Last semester the department'
had a total of 490 students registered for mathematics
courses or almost 14% of the student contact hours taught.
The following shows the per cent of students taught by some
departments:
(1) Assume an average teaching load of 10 hours and
class size of 25. '
(2) Allow the dept. head an average load of 6 hours.
(3) (1764-150/250 - 6.46 teachers plus dept. head.
The above assumes all s-taff teaching maximum loads
at all times.' If this maintains minimum strength, we might
well ask, what should an average department be like? While
visiting Reed College in June, Dr. Goebel, Head of the
Mathematics Department, 'discovered that they have fewer
students taking mathematics and have 14 (fourteen) pro-
fessors in their department. This also may not be normal.
Let us calculate.
DEPT. PER CENT PER CENT /ST AFF
(or % per staffmbr.)
HSS 37 3.08 % per man
Math 14 3.50 % per man
Chem 10.4 2.6 % per man
Eng. Sci. 7.6 2.53 % per man
Physics 6. 1.5 % per man
Mining 3. 0.91 % per man
Pet. 2. 0.61 % per man
Further inspection of these figures indicate that the
teaching load in the mathematics department is sometimes
5 times (!!!) what some departments carry and indeed if
all teaching staff carried the same load as the mathematics
staff we would have 1278 students here!r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~-
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Intramural
by Mike Parent
Montana Tech's Intramural
Basketball program is half fin-
ished. The regular season has
been completed and a tourna-
ment for the top eight teams
is now in progress. The league
started with a total of fifteen
teams entered in the competi-
tion.
Only two teams managed to
complete the season undefeated,
while three were winless. The
other ten teams found both the
victory and the defeat column.
Four players have hit the hoop
for 20 points or better averages.
The following is the standings
for the league followed by the
top foul' scorers:
fINAL STANDINGS W L
Hogan's Goat's 4 0
The f9'ers 4 0
The Bummers 4 1
Beaver Shooters 4 1
Sigma Rho Boa ts 3 2
Borne Losers '/3 2
Obituaries 3 2
Horn Blowers 2 3
THE ABOVE EIGHT ARE EN-
TERED IN THE TOURNA-
MENT
Richard's Robots 2 1
Tapakegabrew 2 3
The Tigers 2 3
The Old Timers 1 4
The Fabulous Five 0 2
The Kegs 0 5
INDIVIDUAL SCORING LEAD-
ERS
T.P. Games Avg.
M. Brehm 82 3 . 27.3
R. Groseclose 116 5 23.2
J. Humphrey 111 5 22.2
M. McLaughlin 85 4 21.3
BIG BUTTE TAVER ....
Drinks and Sandwic:he.
826 Empire
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Mining news
by Colleen Caron
Senior Mining Engineering stu'
dents (in Mining 505. Advanced
Rock Mechanics) recently trav-
elled to Utah and Colorado.
Those taking the trip were Dr.
William Pariseau, Claude Huber- ,
John Corra and Bill Barnes.
In Salt Lake City they visited
the Anaconda -Mining Research
plant in Slope Stability and
Kennecott's Mining Research
plant.
While in Denver, they toured
the Denver Federal Center and
the Bureau of Mines and Recla-
mation. They also attended an
ASTM meeting where papers
were presented on the subject
of Rock Mechanics .
At the Colorado School of
Mines, they observed the -re'
search 'facilities. When they vis-
ited Terrametrics they viewed
the latest instrumentation de-
velopments in the field or'Rock
Mechanics.
Let's Play Bridge
by Mik~ Bowman
Tech's recently formed Bridge
Club needs your support. With
greater membership, the Bridge
Club promises to be a vey ac-
tive group.
The Club has been invited to
play' bridge with the Duplicate
Bridge League of Butte, Hazel
Carter, President.
Dr. HiIchie is the advisor for
the Tech Bridge Club and Dave
Beard is the President. Notices
are posted around campus prior
to meetings and beginners are
encouraged to attend. Anyone
wishing to learn bridge will be
taught by very capable club
members.------
Lands sake, who invented the
Polaroid camera?
,
-
"A Partner in Montana's Progress"
PEOPLE'S CAPITALISM
Kremlin communists refer to the United States in
discrediting tone as a capitalistic country.
They seem unaware that what we have, under
our free enterprise system, could be called "people's
capitalism. "
Millions of Americans from all .walks of life,
in all parts of the country, own stocks in business .or
industry. Many millions more own life insurance, a
good part of which is invested in stocks and bonds.
Their savings accounts and pension funds also are
Invested in industry.
People's capitalism, in which millions share, has
made America grow faster 'and stronger.
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craze*************~****-* ASSAYING .SPORTS ~* by Dave Kneebone
Has anyone noticed a nause- cr~dit to unfounded rumors
ating odor hanging over our that at least are slanderous. If
campus? Investigators have the faculty and ad.ministration
found traces of the 'stench or- want to playchildrens games.
iginating from at least three let them. But let us pray to God
separate buildings. According that if they must sling muck,
to preli-minary reports, a multi- that we the students. at least
headed monster is prowling the do n<i' provide the means to
campus. It reportedly lives on sling it. Now is the time to form
student activity funds and is a student committee to investi-
giving off the nauseating odor gate the ASMT's role in' inter-
as a by-product along with mal- scholastic athletics and to form-
icious rumors aimed at des- ulate new and effective policies
troying various students' charac- that are responsive to the mao
ters. jorities' desires.
The stupid feud among some Next issue: An interview with
members of the faculty does not President Koch - The Admin-
concern this reporter directly, istration's attitude' on Tech's
but there is a time and place athletic program.
to draw the line, such as lending
1st round results of
Tech handball tourney
by Mike Parent
The first round of the intra- ment. Both tournaments are dou-
mural handball tournament has ble elimination.
been mostly completed. Six The results of the first rounds
teams are entered ill the doubles, are:
while there are eleven entered
in the singles event. The match-
es are played whenever t.he
groups can and there is no time
schedule involved. Ten games
make up the doubles tourney
and twenty the singles tourna-
SINGLES
E. Burby over M. McGauhlin
R. McGauhlin over
J. Cavanau
D. Harstell over F. Hoffman
E. Kavran over D. O'Farrell
M. Claxton over J\7I. Crowley
C. Bartels, Bye
DOUBLES
Your ·Great Occasions Ofarrell-Burby over
Mcgauhlin-McGauhlin
Call for Portraits Bartels-Hoffman overCrowley-Claxton
at AI's -Photo
Kavran-Hartsell .over
Cavanaugh-McCaffery
>,
I
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FRITZ'S SKI HAUS'
Phone 792-2242Corner Bayard and Sheridan
ALL MODELS ~F:
HEAD SKIES and TONI SAILERS and FISCHER
ALU SKIS on -SALE-
Ski Clothing - Sweaters - Parkas and Stretch
Pants reduced.
____ Pre- Inventory Sale ----
S b Skl'ers""A Ski Haus for kiers Y
Ski
by Ernest Bond
To the uniniated, the sport
of skiing looks as dangerous as
a Cuban refugee jetting to
Miami. Once tried, the novice
finds the spor.t either, too dang-
erous or a sensation of freedom
and challenge.
There are two types of skiing,
Nordic and Alpine. Nordic ski-
ing includes cross-country trav-
el and jumping. The skis are
long and narrow with bear trap
bindings. which allow a walking
action with the skis.' A special
wax is used to grip' the snow
surface, to allow travel up in-
clines. Nordic competition is
an: Olympic event and is· en-
joyed by many skiers who seek
the solitude offered by this type
of skiing.
Alpine skiing consists 'mainly
of downhill events. The~hal-
lenge lies in form. control, arid
the danger of the hill. The
I events comprising the Alpine.
form are the downhill, slalom,
and giant. slalom. The skis are'
determined by the skier's height
and are equipped with bindings
which allow the skis to break
away during falls to prevent
leg injuries.
Skiing. any style., brings a
person back to nature. While
many people are trying to look
out their ice-shrouded windows,
cursing the wint~r, skiers are
enjoying the very conditions
many people dislike. The sport
has many challenges, the thrills
of floating on powder, and in the
sense of victory at the bottom
of the hill.
An added advantage of ski-
ing is the social functions at the
end of the day, Apres Ski is by
fa r the most looked forward to
events' of both the skier and non-
skier. The socializing by an open
fire draws many otherwise luke
warm skiers.
~mQjWU!@WJ)J~U)w
Sayatovic
White's Funeral
Home
307 W. Park Street'
PHONE 723-6531,
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McEnany out jumps the Bucks in Tech's fourth win:
Tech sinks Dawson Buccaneers
by. Mike Parent
When the Buccaneer ship
came sailing from Glendive into
the home waters of the Mon-
tana Tech Orediggers, it re-
ceived no gems, gold or victory
as it had done before, but in-
stead the miners loaded the
ship with dirt and it sank. This
time the Miners were the vic-
tors. Yes, it all happened in the
Montana Tech gym in a little
different way as the Orediggers
downed the Bucaneers of Daw-
son; 61-55.
Kevin McIntyre scored more
than a third of Tech's points with
22, 10 of which were from the
charity stripe. Greg Sheridan
was second high man with 11.
He was 7 for 17 at the free
throw line.
High point man for Dawson
was Curt Garrick, who scored
12.
.Mixed volleyball starts
Mixed Volleyball started last
January 14th with ten teams
competing against one another,
Each squad has eight volleyball-
ers on it's roster. Each game
lasts one-half an hour and there
is no time for warm-up between
games. All the games will also
have a pair of mixed referees. I.
Richards and Rochelle~~~~~~~~~~~~:~
If >.II DRESS RIGHT= Miners Bank ~ YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
A ~ 17 N. Main Butte
~ of Montana ~ Chuck Richard. Rema Rachelle
I ~..,_.........---~
I .• ~
~ ~
~ . ~
~ No Cha~ge on Student I
~Checklng Accounts ~
_~'~~~SI{SI{SI{SI{~~~SI{~
V· : ec ecrercrr r
MONTANA P~OWERL. COMPANY _j
~~ GAS
SERVING YQY IS OUR BUSINESS
The names of the teams as
well as. the first nights match:
ings are as follows: Keggar
Krew, Spastic Savages; Social
Pros, The Miners; Nothing Nas-
ty, Ovlanis No Names, The
Team; Boozers, AMF-BFD.
Flynn's
Pork Florists
CORSACES and
BOUTONNIERES
205 West park Street
Butte, Montana
J. D. and Eileen Flynn
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Be~hlehemSteel
Loop Course Intervie\Ns:
MARCH 4
What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program for graduates
with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
The course starts early in July with four weeks of orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation's activities, and mike almost daily
visits to a steel plant. -
Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the a~erage loop class of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course, most loopers
are ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.
Hmr about other loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices Where they take over established
accounts. .
Fabricated Steel Construction loopers are trained in a drafting room, on a field erection project,
in a fabricating shop, and in an engineering office. A looper's first work assignment is based on
.interests and aptitudes disclosed during this program.
Loopers in Accounting, Shipbuilding, Mining, Research, Traffic, Purchasing, Finance and Law,
General Services, and Industrial and Public Relations go through training programs tailored to
their types of work.
Where would YOU fit in? Check your degree or the one most similar to it.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or me-
chanical maintenance departments-of steel plants, fabri-
cating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments. Supervision of production oper-
ations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING - Metallurgical
- -departments-of.steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and serviCe"divisions. Technical and super-
visory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling ,
mills: Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byprod-
uct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments, includ-
ing responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and
metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations, Also:
Research or Sales.
\ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. _Engi-
neering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling,' manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also:. Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: .Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works man-
agement. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision
of production operations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to
architects and engineers).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricat-
ing works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, Also: Research or Sales. .
MINING ENGINEE~G - Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and lime-
stone quarries, many of which are among the most mod-
ern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Techni-
cal Division, our design and engineering organization.
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TE~CHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we re-
cruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS-Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES - Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Depart-
ment. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.
NOW'S THE T,IME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the place-
ment office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.
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:Basketball
I
round-up <,
by Mike Parent
Carroil
Carroll College's Pat Bums
proved too much for Montana
Tech's quintet as he dumped
in 25 .points for the Saints in
their second victory over Tech,
65-55.
Terry Vanderpan's 15 point
effort combined with 13 points
by Kevin MacIntyre just wasn't
enoughto martyr the Saints.
The loss left the ·Miners win-
less with seven defeats.
Eastern
Eastern Montana College of
Billings handed Montana Tech's
Orediggers their sixth confer-
ence loss of the season last
Feb. 8th in the Tech gym,
30-59,
The Miners played on fairly
even terms most of the first
half knotting the score with
seven minutes remaining at 22
all.
Eastern had Iour men in
double figures with Dan Retier
leading them all with 24 points.
Nick McEneny led all Tech
shooters ~7ith 19 followed by
Greg Sheridan with 9.
'The loss left their season
Frontier Conference Record at
4 wins and 14 losses.
Letters to the Editor 011
any and all subjects. are
welcome and will be printed
at the discretion of the edi-
torial staff. Letters can be
written under a pseudonynt,
but the author must he
known to the Editor.
